
In today's computer lab we will look at the techniques for reconstructing phylogenetic trees, used in 
evolutionary genetics as well as historical linguistics. We will work again in R, using the packages 
“ape” and “phangorn”, so start by starting up R and installing those packages:

install.packages(“ape”)
install.packages(“phangorn”)
library(ape)
library(phangorn)

The first example we will look at is a dataset with genetic data (RNA samples) from many different 
species. It comes with the phangorn package and is made available by typing:

data(Laurasiatherian) 

(data originally comes from http://www.allanwilsoncentre.ac.nz/ . Have a look 
there to see if you can find out more than I know).

With the command str(Laurasiatherian) you can get a summary of the data. It is quite a 
lot, so let's first pick subset of species to run our analysis on.

With 

mysubset <- subset(Laurasiatherian, subset=c(9,10,11))

you can pick out your subset. Try different numbers than 9, 10, 11, to pick out three species you are 
interest in: two closely related, and one more distantly related.

Phylogenetic analysis starts with comparing (genetic) features of each species or individual and 
building a distance matrix. You can do that with the command:

dm <- dist.ml(mysubset)

Have a look at that matrix (by typing dm) and make sure you understand what it represents and why
some numbers are small and some numbers are large.

The next step in building a phylogenetic tree is to perform hierarchical clustering: step 1 is to create 
a separate cluster for each species (a cluster with N=1). Step 2 is to search for the two clusters that 
are most similar, and we merge them to form a bigger cluster. We then continue with step 2 over and
over again until we are left with a single, massive cluster.

Perform these steps with pen and paper for the three species you selected. Now repeat the whole 
analysis with a distance metric you create with 5 species.

For bigger datasets hierarchical clustering by hand becomes very time consuming. Fortunately, the 
whole procedure is automized with the function NJ. By running the following commands you can 
build a phylogenetic tree for the entire dataset.

dm2 <- dist.ml(Laurasiatherian)
tree <- NJ(dm2)
plot(tree)

http://www.allanwilsoncentre.ac.nz/


Part 2: Language

Have a look at the website below to get an impression about a dataset for cognates in indoeuropean 
languages. (What are cognates?)

http://language.cs.auckland.ac.nz/what-we-did/

Go to ielex.mpi.nl and download the cognate dataset. In the file menu of R, change the working 
directory to the download folder and read in the data into R by typing:

ielex <- read.nexus.data("IELex_Bouckaert2012.nex")

Have a look at the summar of this datafile by typing str(ielex) and ielex$Dutch and  
ielex$German.
This massive dataset gives you for each word from the “basic vocabulary” in each language, 
whether or not there is a cognate in the focal language.

Do German and Dutch share many cognates? What about other languages?

To run the automatic phylogenetic tree analysis, we first need to remove the questions marks from 
the datafile:

for (i in names(ielex)) {
ielex2[[i]][ielex[[i]]=="?"]<-"0" }

and convert the data to the format needed by the packages we use:
mydata <- phyDat(ielex,type="USER",levels=c("0","1"))

Now run the phylogenetic analysis on a subset of the data, and describe the phylogenetic tree that 
comes out. Choose a more interesting subset that 70:103.

dm <- dist.ml(subset(mydata,subset=70:103))
tree <- NJ(dm)
plot(tree)

Finally, phylogenetic tree analysis is quite sensitive to the exact method used for hierarchical 
clustering and for measuring distances between feature vectors. Try to find alternatives for dist.ml 
and NJ() in the phangorn package, and report whether the analysis you found earlier is robust to 
changes.

http://language.cs.auckland.ac.nz/what-we-did/

